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Abstract. In the aeronautical industry, aeroacoustics is used to model
the propagation of acoustic waves in air flows enveloping an aircraft in
flight. This for instance allows one to simulate the noise produced at
ground level by an aircraft during the takeoff and landing phases, in
order to validate that the regulatory environmental standards are met.
Unlike most other complex physics simulations, the method resorts to
solving coupled sparse/dense systems. In a previous study, we proposed
two classes of algorithms for solving such large systems on a relatively
small workstation (one or a few multicore nodes) based on compression
techniques. The objective of this paper is to assess whether the positive
impact of the proposed algorithms on time to solution and memory usage
translates to the energy consumption as well. Because of the nature of
the problem, coupling dense and sparse matrices, and the underlying
solutions methods, including dense, sparse direct and compression steps,
this yields an interesting processor and memory power profile which we
aim to analyze in details.
Keywords: power consumption · FEM/BEM coupling · sparse and dense
matrices · direct method · parallel solvers · energy scope
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Introduction

Aeroacoustics is the study of the coupling between acoustic phenomena and
fluid mechanics. In the aeronautical industry, this discipline is used to model
the propagation of acoustic waves in air flows enveloping an aircraft in flight. In
particular, it allows one to simulate the noise produced at ground level by an
aircraft during the takeoff and landing phases. Beyond its technical importance
to validate that the regulatory environmental standards are met, it is also both
a societal (ensuring noise reduction for alleviating the impact on health) and an
economical (designing future planes that can get authorized to access suburban
airports) challenge.
The approach adopted in this study consists in considering the airflow around
the aircraft as uniform in almost all the space (in a zone modeled by Boundary
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Elements Method or BEM) except for the jet of the engines where the flow is considered as non-uniform (in a zone modeled by volume Finite Elements Method
or FEM). The resulting linear system couples FEM and BEM, and therefore has
both dense parts (from BEM) and sparse parts (from FEM). The coupled linear
system, called FEM/BEM, has subsequently a singular composition that must be
taken into account during its resolution. Moreover, in order to produce a result
that is physically realistic, the number of unknowns can be extremely important,
which makes the treatment of this system a computational challenge. In a previous study [3], we presented two classes of algorithms, namely the multi-solve and
multi-factorization algorithms, for solving such systems. They rely on numerical compression techniques, which allows aircraft designers to process relatively
large industrial test cases on a shared-memory workstation.
Until now, the dimensioning variables for such a calculation were the computation time, the consumed RAM and the disk occupation. The study of these
quantities allowed us to understand the behavior of the software and to push
its limits in order to handle larger cases. The consideration of carbon footprint
issues in industry in general and in computing centers in particular leads the
research community and the industry to consider another physical dimension:
the power consumption of computations. The objective of this paper is to study
the power consumption of the solution of a coupled FEM/BEM linear system,
and assess how the energy consumption of the processor and the memory varies
with the computation time, the amount of memory used and with the multiple
algorithmic choices possible at the solver level. We consider both shared-memory
multicore machines and small clusters of such nodes, typically used for relatively
large problems in aeroacoustics industry.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we further introduce the coupled FEM/BEM systems arising in aeroacoustics and then present
the multi-solve and the multi-factorization algorithms from [3] we rely on to solve
them. We also discuss related work on the analysis of the power consumption
in the context of numerical simulation in general and numerical linear algebra
in particular. The hardware, software and instrumentation setup we employ for
the present study is introduced in Section 3. The power consumption of the
multi-solve and multi-factorization algorithms on a shared-memory node is then
analyzed in sections 4 and 5, respectively, before being prolonged in a multi-node
context in Section 6. We conclude in Section 7.

2
2.1

Background
Coupled FEM/BEM systems arising in aeroacoustics

We are interested in the solution of very large linear systems of equations Ax =
b with the particularity of having both sparse and dense parts. Such systems
appear in an industrial context when we couple two types of finite elements
methods, namely the volume Finite Element Method (FEM) [22,16] and the
Boundary Element Method (BEM) [11,25]. This coupling is used to simulate the
propagation of acoustic waves around aircrafts (see Fig. 2, left). In the jet flow
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created by the reactors, the propagation media (the air) is highly heterogeneous
in terms of temperature, density, flow, etc. Hence we need a FEM approach to
compute acoustic waves propagation in it. Elsewhere, we approximate the media
as homogeneous and the flow as uniform, and use BEM to compute the waves
propagation. This leads [12,13] to a coupled sparse/dense FEM/BEM linear
system (1) with two groups of unknowns: xv related to a FEM volume mesh v
of the jet flow and xs related to a BEM surface mesh s covering the surface of
the aircraft as well as the outer surface of the volume mesh (see Fig. 2, right).
The linear system Ax = b to be solved may be more finely written as:

Fig. 1.
Partitionning
and sparsity of A
in (1).
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In (1), A is a 2 × 2 block symmetric coefficient matrix,
where Avv is a large sparse submatrix representing the action
of the volume part on itself, Ass is a smaller dense submatrix
representing the action of the exterior surface on itself, Asv is
a sparse submatrix representing the action of the volume part
on the exterior surface (see Fig. 1).

Fig. 2. An acoustic wave (blue arrow) emitted by the aircraft’s engine, reflected on the
wing and crossing the jet flow. Real-life case (left) [23] and a numerical model example
(right). The red surface mesh represents the aircraft’s surface and the surface of the
green volume mesh of the jet flow.

2.2

Multi-solve and multi-factorization algorithms

Various approaches may be employed to solve such coupled sparse/dense systems. In this work, we seek to solve (1) using a direct method. In a sparse context, direct methods are known to possibly consume a lot of memory due to a
phenomenon referred to as fill-in [15] (zeros of the original matrix A become nonzeros in factorized matrix). On the other hand, when they fit in memory, they
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are extremely robust from a numerical point of view and represent a must-have
in an industrial solution where they are commonly employed to solve moderate
to relatively large problems.
In the present study, we consider the multi-solve and multi-factorization algorithms proposed in [3] (see also references therein for a discussion of other
approaches of the literature). Their common principle consists in composing existing parallel sparse and dense methods on well chosen submatrices. Their main
strength is to rely on state-of-the-art sparse and dense direct solvers and exploit
their most advanced features such as compression techniques [17,5,21,2] in an effort to lower the memory footprint and potentially reduce the computation time
so as to process larger problems. In this section, we present the main algorithmic
steps of both these methods. The objective is neither to motivate them nor to
describe them in details (we refer the reader to [3] for that) but to provide a
high-level view of the steps and their nature (such as whether they involve dense,
sparse or compressed computation). Both methods must assemble the following
T
dense matrix S = Ass − Asv A−1
vv Asv associated with the Ass block and referred
to as the Schur complement.
Multi-solve algorithm. Most sparse direct solvers do not provide an API to
handle coupled sparse/dense systems and can process exclusively sparse systems.
The multi-solve approach accommodates with this constraint by delegating only
the Avv block to the sparse direct solver. Using the latter, the Avv block is
factorized through a so-called sparse factorization. The Ass block is handled by
the dense direct solver. Because this block may not fully fit in memory, it is split
into multiple vertical slices (see Fig. 3) which are assembled one by one, all the
processing units tackling the same slice i at the same time. To compute such a
slice Si of Ass , a slice Asvi is first processed through a sparse solve step of the
sparse direct solver, yielding a dense temporary slice Yi . The latter is multiplied
by the sparse Asv block. Then, we perform a final assembly (Assi − Asv Yi ) to
produce the dense Si slice.

Fig. 3. baseline multi-solve.

Fig. 4. compressed Schur multi-solve.

In the baseline multi-solve case, the block Si is kept dense. Conversely, in the
compressed Schur multi-solve variant, it is compressed (through hierarchically
low-rank techniques). Note that Assi is initially compressed, but this operation
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implies a recompression of the block at each iteration of the loop on i. This is
why this variant allows for computing multiple (typically 4 in the experiments
below) slices Si before compressing and assembling them (see Fig. 4).

Multi-factorization algorithm. The multi-factorization algorithm is based
on a more advanced usage of sparse direct methods consisting in delegating also
the management of the dense Ass block to the sparse direct solver. Only supported by a few fully-featured sparse direct solvers, this functionality (referred
to as Schur) has the advantage of efficiently handling off-diagonal blocks thanks
to the advanced combinatorial (such as management of the fill-in), numerical
(such as low-rank compression) and computational (such as level-3 BLAS usage) features of modern sparse direct solvers when processing the off-diagonal
ATsv and Asv sparse-dense coupling parts (see [3] for more details). The computation of the Schur complement S in the baseline multi-factorization algorithm is
not anymore computed by vertical slices but tile-wise. Computing a tile Sij (see
Fig. 5) amounts to form a temporary non-symmetric (except when i = j) submatrix W from Avv , Asvi and ATsvj and call a sparse factorization+Schur step
on W relying on the Schur feature of the sparse direct solver. This call returns
the Schur complement block Xij = −Asvi (Lvv Uvv )−1 ATsvj associated with W .
To determine Sij , we perform a final assembly (Assij + Xij ). Due to a current
limitation in the API of modern sparse direct solver (see extended discussion in
[3]), the sparse factorization+Schur step involving W implies a re-factorization
of Avv in W at each iteration, although it does not change during the computation. Furthermore, the API of modern fully-featured sparse direct solvers (see
once again discussion in [3]) only allows to retrieve the Schur complement itself
as a non compressed dense matrix, even if compression occurs within the rest of
processing.

Fig. 5. baseline multi-factorization.

Fig. 6.
compressed
factorization.

Schur

multi-

In the compressed Schur multi-factorization variant (see Fig. 6), we compress
the Xij Schur block into a temporary compressed matrix as soon as the sparse
solver returns it. Hence, the final assembly step becomes a compressed assembly
Assij ← Assij +Compress(Xij ). Like in the case of compressed Schur multi-solve,
this operation implies a recompression of the initally compressed Assij .
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Related work on studies of the power consumption of numerical
algorithms

While many studies like [14,24] analyze the power and energy consumption of
various applications on different architectures, fewer studies focus on dense or
sparse solvers. [10] presents the energy consumption of OpenMP runtime systems
on three dense linear algebra kernels. [4] and [9] focus on sparse solvers. While
the former studies the behavior of the Conjugate Gradient method on different
CPU-only architectures, the latter focuses on sparse solvers on heterogeneous
architectures. In [8], the authors present an energy and performance study of
state-of-the-art sparse matrix solvers on GPUs. Note that many studies have
been conducted regarding the improvement of the energy consumption of sparse
or dense linear algebra algorithms [7,1]. In this work, we focus on the analysis
of an application coupling both sparse and dense techniques.

3

Experimental setup

We conducted an energy consumption study of the
previously discussed algorithms for solving larger
coupled sparse/dense FEM/BEM linear systems
such as defined in (1). The multi-solve and multifactorization algorithms (see Section 2.2) are implemented on top of the coupling of the sparse direct solver MUMPS [6] with either the proprietary
scalapack-like dense direct solver SPIDO (for the
baseline variants) or the hierarchical low-rank Hmatrix compressed solver HMAT [19] (for the
compressed variants). In the following, we thus refer to these baseline and compressed couplings as Fig. 7. Short pipe test case
to MUMPS/SPIDO and MUMPS/HMAT, respec- (length: 2 m, radius: 4 m) with
tively. For the experiments, we used a short pipe BEM surface mesh in red and
test case (see Fig. 7) yielding linear systems close FEM volume mesh in green.
enough to those arising from real life models (see Fig. 2) while relying on a reproducible example (https://gitlab.inria.fr/solverstack/test_fembem)
available for the scientific community. MUMPS and HMAT both provide lowrank compression and expose a precision parameter  set to 10−3 . Low-rank
compression in the sparse solver MUMPS is enabled for all the benchmarks presented in this paper. The solver test suite is compiled with GNU C Compiler (gcc)
9.4.0, OpenMPI 4.1.1, Intel(R) MKL library 2019.1.144, and MUMPS 5.2.1.
Our experiments were carried on the PlaFRIM platform (https://plafrim.
fr/) where we used the miriel computing nodes equipped with 2 × 12-core
Haswell Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5-2680 v3 @ 2.5 GHz with a Thermal Design Power
(TDP) of 120 W, 128 GiB (5.3 GiB/core) RAM bank @ 2933 MT/s, an OmniPath 100 Gbit/s and a 10 Gbit/s Ethernet network links. Note that TDP
represents the average power, in watts, the processor dissipates when operating
at base frequency with all cores active under an Intel-defined, high-complexity
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workload. Finally, Turbo-Boost and Hyperthreading are disabled on all the nodes
in order to ensure the reproducibility of the experiments.
We measure the energy consumption of our application with energy scope.
It is a software package dedicated to performing energy measurements and identifying energy profiles of HPC codes [20]. It consists of an acquisition and energy statistics delivering module running on the cluster and a post-processing
and data analysis module running on a dedicated server. Measurements are performed at a user-defined frequency on both the processor and the RAM. We
monitor also RAM usage and flop rate. To measure RAM usage, we use a Python
script relying on the /proc/[PID]/statm file (the resident size field). Finally, for
the measurement of the flop rate, we use the likwid [18] software tool. All the
data have been acquired at a 1 Hz frequency. We assessed the potential overhead
of using these three software probes on our application by running the tests with
and without using the software probes. Results show an overhead under 5%.

4

Study of the multi-solve algorithm in shared-memory

At first, we study the evolution of power consumption (in Watts) with respect
to execution time of the multi-solve algorithm (see Section 2.2) on a single computational node. We consider both the baseline MUMPS/SPIDO and further
compressed MUMPS/HMAT coupling assessed on a coupled FEM/BEM linear
system of 1,000,000 unknowns in total.
Regarding the baseline multi-solve algorithm relying on the MUMPS/SPIDO
coupling, we set the size nc of the ATsvj and Si slices to 256 columns. For the
compressed Schur multi-solve relying on the MUMPS/HMAT coupling, the size
of the Si and the size of the ATsvj slices are handled by two different parameters,
nS and nc respectively. In this case, we set nc to 256 and nS to 1,024 columns
so that compression is delayed until four slices involving ATsvj are completed.
The choice of these values is motivated by our previous study of the multi-solve
algorithm in [3]. In Fig. 8, for each solver coupling, the two plots at the top
show the evolution of the CPU and RAM power consumption as well as the flop
rate for the multi-solve algorithm. Then, the two other plots at the bottom of
the figure, show the corresponding RAM usage evolution. The labels mark the
alpha and the omega, i.e. the beginning and the end, of the most important
computation phases.
In the case of multi-solve, the Schur complement computation dominates
the execution time as well as the RAM usage. From the point of view of the
computational intensity, illustrated by the flop rate, it is the opposite. The factorization phase of the dense Schur complement matrix is very short for the
MUMPS/HMAT coupling thanks to the usage of low-rank compression. Nevertheless, as of the MUMPS/SPIDO coupling, this phase consists of a dense factorization which is a computationally intensive operation. Indeed, in this case,
we reach the flop rate peak.
Fig. 9 is a zoom of Fig. 8 between the execution times 498 and 525 s, i.e.
within the Schur complement computation phase. In this figure, we can observe
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Fig. 8. Power consumption, flop rate and RAM usage evolution of multi-solve for
the MUMPS/SPIDO and the MUMPS/HMAT couplings on a FEM/BEM system with
1,000,000 unknowns. Parallel runs using 24 threads on single miriel node. α and ω
mark the beginning and the end of a computation phase.

cycles of high and low power consumption and flop rate. As of the RAM usage,
the cycles are also present but less noticeable. Based on the labels, we can see
that these cycles are almost entirely due to the sparse solve operation involved
in the computation of each of the Schur complement blocks Si (see Section 2.2).
Fig. 10 finally compares the total energy consumption (in Joules), the total
execution time and the peak RAM usage, once again of both variants (baseline
MUMPS/SPIDO and further compressed MUMPS/HMAT) of the multi-solve
algorithm. We consider three coupled FEM/BEM systems of a total of 1,000,000,
3,000,000 and 5,000,000 unknowns, respectively. The results confirm, as one may
expect, that the energy consumption, the execution time as well as the peak
RAM usage rise with increasing size of the linear system. Moreover, the results
show that the compressed MUMPS/HMAT variant (the one that also performs
compression within the Schur) consumes less energy, in addition to being faster.
This is an interesting result from an industrial point of view, further motivating
the usage of low-rank compression techniques.

5

Study of the multi-factorization algorithm in
shared-memory

We now consider the multi-factorization algorithm. For the 1,000,000 unknowns
test case (Fig. 11), we have set the number of Schur complement block rows and
columns nb to 3 for both baseline and further compressed solver couplings. As
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Fig. 9. Zoom on Fig. 8 between the execution times 498 and 525 s. The Y-axis has
been adapted to the extremum values in the selected time span.

Fig. 10. Total energy consumption, computation time and peak RAM usage of multisolve for the MUMPS/SPIDO and the MUMPS/HMAT couplings on FEM/BEM systems with 1,000,000, 3,000,000 and 5,000,000 unknowns. Parallel runs using 24 threads
on single miriel node.
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for multi-solve, in the case of multi-factorization, the execution time is dominated by the Schur complement computation phase. With nb = 3, we have a
total of 6 Schur complement blocks Sij to compute. We can identify the moment
of computation of each Sij thanks to the apparent cycles of high and low power
consumption and flop rate and especially of RAM usage. Here, the Schur complement computation phase again consumes most of the RAM but is not the most
computationally intensive part of the algorithm. The peak power consumption
and flop rates are met during the dense factorization of S in case of the baseline
MUMPS/SPIDO coupling.

Fig. 11. Power consumption, flop rate and RAM usage evolution of multifactorization for the MUMPS/SPIDO and the MUMPS/HMAT couplings on a
FEM/BEM system with 1,000,000 unknowns. Parallel runs using 24 threads on single
miriel node. α and ω mark the beginning and the end of a computation phase.

Fig. 12 compares the total energy consumption (in Joules), the total execution time and the peak RAM usage of the multi-factorization algorithm with
problems of 1,000,000, 1,500,000 and 2,000,000 total unknowns. We can draw
the same conclusion as in the case of multi-solve.

6

Multi-node study

We now consider a platform composed of four computational nodes and assess
a coupled system of 2,000,000 total unknowns.
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Fig. 12. Total energy consumption, computation time and peak RAM usage of
multi-factorization for the MUMPS/SPIDO and the MUMPS/HMAT couplings on
FEM/BEM systems with 1,000,000, 1,500,000 and 2,000,000 unknowns. Parallel runs
using 24 threads on single miriel node.

6.1

Multi-solve algorithm

Fig. 13 shows the processor and RAM power consumption over all four monitored
nodes for both multi-solve variants. The results show that the power consumption in a distributed parallel test case evolves similarly to the single node test
case (see Section 4). Similarly, the RAM usage follows the pattern of the single
node test case.

6.2

Multi-factorization algorithm

Fig. 14 shows the behavior of the multi-factorization algorithm. The evolution
of RAM usage of MUMPS/HMAT follows the pattern of the single node test
case (see Section 5). Regarding the power consumption, the high and low cycles
corresponding to the computation of different Schur complement blocks differ
considerably compared to the single-node test case. At the beginning of each
cycle, there is a peak but the consumption falls down long before the end of the
sparse factorization+Schur step. This may indicate an under-optimized usage
of this routine in a parallel distributed environment. Interestingly, this study
allowed us to potentially identify a bottleneck in our usage of the distributedmemory parallelization of a key component of our solver stack, which we had
not identified in previous performance-only studies we conducted, showing the
interest of such multi-metric profiles beyond the assessment of the overall energy
consumption.
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Fig. 13. Power consumption, flop rate and RAM usage evolution of multi-solve for
the MUMPS/SPIDO and the MUMPS/HMAT couplings on a FEM/BEM system with
2,000,000 unknowns. Distributed parallel runs using a total of 96 threads and 4 miriel
nodes. α and ω mark the beginning and the end of a computation phase.

Fig. 14. Power consumption, flop rate and RAM usage evolution of multifactorization for the MUMPS/SPIDO and the MUMPS/HMAT couplings on a
FEM/BEM system with 2,000,000 unknowns. Distributed parallel runs using a total of 96 threads and 4 miriel nodes. α and ω mark the beginning and the end of a
computation phase.
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Conclusion and perspectives

We have studied the energetic profile of a complex HPC application, involving
dense, sparse, and compressed operations. The study confirmed that the further compressed algorithms (MUMPS/HMAT) are also worth from an energetic
perspective. The profiles of the processor and memory power together with the
memory usage and flop rate allowed us to have a more comprehensive understanding of the behavior of the application, up to the point that we identified
a potential improvement in our usage of the Schur functionality of the sparse
direct solver.
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